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Unfortunately, this hectic shortened season came to an end when incredibly 
nasty wintry weather suddenly arrived to wipe out our final fixture. However, 
10 matches were achieved and played in generally wonderful weather apart 
one when combat took place in a hurricane and another in the ‘Motley Crew’ 
downpour debacle. The Sunday XI won 5, drew 1 and had an abandonment 
whilst the midweek side had 2 victories and a single defeat. So, with 
enjoyment levels high it was, all in all, a successful mini campaign and which 
also included the club’s 500th fixture. All Match Reports may be found on the 
website. 
 
On the individual player front Rob Gill scored most runs amassing 301 with Mel 
Ragnauth and Ed Pearson next in line. There were two century makers with Ed 
bombarding Swaffham Bulbeck with 13 sixes whilst Mel achieved three figures 
at his old Fenners stomping ground. Rory Davidson topped the bowling charts 
with 12 wickets followed by Mihir Chandraker. Although Rory and George 
Pearson both had a 4-wicket haul in an innings the only five-for came from 
young OP guest debutant Ben Cross. Rob Gill was the only one to play in all 10 
matches followed by Mihir Chandraker, George Dean & Mel Ragnauth on 7 
each. The 2020 season’s player statistics are circulated with this Newsletter for 
those with little else to occupy themselves. Before moving on I must mention 
David Pimblett who umpired all of the Sunday games and we are grateful for 
his support with this thankless task although to be fair he loves it! 
 
Despite the truncated season there are a few individual movements in the all 
time ‘heroes’ records. The long-time batting gods from earlier days are at long 
last under threat. Rob Gill continues his climb to the top, now with 2,581 runs, 
and is about to challenge Alastair Lorimer & Simon Yorke at the summit. 
Robert Pearson, he not of the current less talented Pearson clan, who has been 
in 3rd place for many years is now sandwiched between two members of that 
clan, namely George just above and Ed marginally below. The overall bowling 
statistics have remained moribund but Ed Pearson has crept onto the bottom 
rung of the leading catchers with 20 whilst Ed Dodson & Will Hammond are 
now similarly clinging onto the foot of the appearance leader board with 50 



each. The leading 1986 - 2020 records may be found on the Statistics page of 
the website. 
 
Whilst gazing with admiration and nostalgia at the lifetime achievement details 
I could not but help notice that top bowling god Burnett JGRW still has 3 more 
appearances to make before achieving even greater immortality by attaining 
an amazing 300th appearance. If for no other reason this should drag John out 
for his 36th season. It might also make your eyes water to note John has now 
bowled in excess of 2000 overs, well 12,503 balls to be absolutely precise. As a 
final spur to keep him playing he hasn’t actually taken a catch since 2010 and 
which he will surely want to put right next season. 
 
The Golf Championship has taken place at Royal Worlington where veteran 
Geoff Miller prevailed. Those of a youthful vintage might care to know that 
Geoff captained the Cambridgeshire Minor Counties side for 10 years and after 
being ‘saved’ from retirement scored the club’s first ever century. The other 
events comprising the Barbecue, Real Tennis Tournament and Annual Dinner 
have all sadly fallen foul of the pandemic. 
 
I can’t let last season go without mentioning that the undefeated run of 
matches for the Sunday XI since 28th June, 2015 has now become a 
monumental 45, scary. I promise not to mention it again before the end of 
April next year although if anyone would like to bring this fact to the attention 
of Sky Sports I just could be persuaded to be interviewed in the meantime! 
 
Looking forward I have already made virtually all of next season’s fixtures. They 
will comprise a dozen Sunday matches, now almost exclusively against 
renowned wandering clubs, eight midweek evening games with our traditional 
opponents and hopefully a 3-match tour.  This will be a rigorous fixture list and 
obviously requires strong playing support. I maybe should mention that 
perhaps Motley Crew will not be included next season! Talking about the well-
known wandering clubs it appears that having dipped our toe in the water and 
been successful I am having ever less difficulty in making and retaining these 
fixtures. It seems that our reputation is spreading even though we are babes in 
arms compared to the longlevity of most of them. 
 
Finally, mention should be made about Exning Park and the electronic 
scoreboard. Sounds like a very poor Agatha Christie thriller! Anyway, 
negotiations remain underway about our financial input and having 6 match 
dates per season of our choosing during a five-year period and at a reduced 



hire cost. I have been greatly assisted on the commercial and legal aspects by 
Alastair Lorimer and Ed Dodson. Wayne Hardy, the Burwell & Exning CC 
Chairman, is supportive of our proposals but obviously has to take it to his 
Committee - although what exactly is a Committee, I am unsure!! - for 
approval before the matter can be taken further. In hopeful anticipation Ed 
already has a Heads of Terms document ready to go. 
 
Keep warm and keep well. 
 
         Phil 
 
         23rd October, 2020  
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Please see below the Gods of yesteryear in full training 
in their pomp showing today’s youngsters what high levels 
 of fitness need to be achieved to reach their dizzy heights 

 

 

Alastair Lorimer, Nick Redmayne & Robert Pearson discussing their fitness regime 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Simon Yorke taking a selection of health drinks to fellow opener Lorimer 


